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Maas: Bells for Books

Jamie Maas
200 - UF- Fall 2016 – Margaret Sass
Introduction

Learning goals:
•

To make a difference in the lives of
under-privileged children.

• To teach children the values of
cultural empathy and awareness of
the world around them.
PHOTO (highest resolution possible)
or GRAPH or TABLE
You are responsible for obtaining release
forms to use photographs of community
participants (agency clients, children).
Release form available on the SL website at:
http://servicelearning.boisestate.edu/wpcontent/uploads/2014/02/photo-release-formlong.pdf

Course Concepts

What course objectives have you
applied to your service learning
experience?

How socio-economic status can effect
different children’s ability to learn, and
how I can act within my community to
help them.
My experience in Books for Bells taught
me how work within my community to
achieve real change.
Published by ScholarWorks, 2017

Methods

Describe what you did and how you did it:
• Wrote and translated a children’s book using
online software
• Purchasing and printing said book
• Reading to children using the “Bells for Books”
platform
• Donating said book for continued use.
Reflection

Articulate your learning
• I learned about the importance of cultural
awareness in our communities, and how much
education, and giving back to the communities
can mean in the lives of many children.
• I learned this through direct community action
through reading to the children themselves, but
also through the research it required to write the
children’s book.
• I learned both of these things while fulfilling the
action of writing the children’s book as well as
reading to the children.
• This learning matters because it taught me the
importance of community engagement and
supporting people in our community who might
be disadvantaged.
• I’m going to be more involved in my local
community, especially for those from diverse
cultural backgrounds.
• I definitely understand the importance of
community engagement and giving back to the
community a lot more.
• This gave me the title of “published author” to put
on my resume, as well as a sense of personal
satisfaction knowing I helped members of our
community.
• It strengthened why I want to be in political
science. I want to help the most people I can.

Place the logo of your
community partner here.

Community Partner
Name: Bells for Books
Mission Statement:
‘To ensure that every child in Garden City has
access to Library books’
Children in Garden City have lower access
to books and libraries than other children
in the United States. In order to remedy this
concern, Bells for Books attempts to take
the library to the child.

Results

Community Outreach

Direct Impact:
• I was able to read a children’s book to
several children. I also donated said
book so that many more children can
have a book to read.
Indirect Impact:
• My work supported the ability for
children in poverty to have access to
quality books.
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